
WEF Orders Journalists To ‘Cease and Desist’ Exposing Secret Globalist Agenda

Description

USA: The World Economic Forum has instructed mainstream media outlets and journalists to 
“cease and desist” exposing their secret agenda and instead focus on more important issues 
such as “climate change” and “online misinformation.“

Adrian Monck, managing director of the WEF, also slammed politicians who questioned the globalist
body’s policy proposals, particularly in Canada, where a national debate has been raging about the
WEF’s increasing control over the world since the pandemic began and the role the WEF has played in
the energy crisis.

According to Monck, anybody who questions anything the WEF says or does is spewing disinformation.

“Sadly, Canada was one of those places where…there’s a vulnerability to disinformation. It’s an open 
society. And…that particular strand of disinformation went into the mainstream,” Monck told CBC
Radio’s The House in a Saturday interview.

“Canada should be talking about a lot of things right now. It shouldn’t really be talking about the World 
Economic Forum based here in Geneva.”

Except that the World Economic Forum based in Geneva is pulling the puppet strings in the Canadian
parliament. Klaus Schwab has boasted about “penetrating” the Canadian government with his Young
Global Leaders, including the Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister, among others. So why
shouldn’t Canadians being talking about their real leaders over there at the WEF in Geneva,
Switzerland?

Monck went on to claim that the “Great Reset” term is really just a harmless talking point created
during the COVID pandemic that deserves no real attention. He told Catherine Cullen, host of CBC
Radio’s The House.
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“One of the things our organization tries to do is say to people, ‘Look beyond the one week, three 
months and think about maybe some of the longer term things you could be doing.’ That was what the 
great reset was aimed to do back in the summer of 2020.”

Of course, Monck’s argument is itself disinformation.

WEF founder Klaus Schwab himself boasted that his organization “penetrated the cabinets” of multiple
governments through its Young Global Leaders program to facilitate its Great Reset policies — that
fact alone is enough to dismiss Monck’s complaints.

The Great Reset is a multi-pronged initiative to deindustrialize the developed world, transform the
global food system by phasing out meat in favor of insects, develop a Chinese-style social credit score
system, and tightly control people’s movements, all in the name of fighting climate change and
preserving “democracy.”

Realizing the people are wising up to its Great Reset agenda, the WEF convened a summit earlier this
summer discuss how to “restore trust” from the public.

They were also caught scrubbing the internet of evidence of their plans to use mind control on the
masses via cutting-edge sound wave technology. Unfortunately for Klaus Schwab’s WEF, the internet
is forever.

In 2018 they published an article entitled, Mind control using sound waves? We ask a scientist 
how it works. Of course, it was scrubbed from their site, but thanks to the Wayback Machine we have
the evidence of their technocratic depravity.

We also have evidence of their common-or-garden variety depravity. Not content with forcing humanity
to subsist on a diet of insects and bugs, the WEF wants us to drink recycled sewage.

The head of the UK’s Environment Agency, who is closely linked to the World Economic Forum,
announced last week that common people need to be “less squeamish” about drinking “toilet-to-tap”
water from sewage plants, as countries and states around the world move towards recycling sewage
for human consumption, falling into lockstep with WEF ideology.

In an op-ed in The Times, Sir James Bevan, whose views have previously been disseminated by the
WEF, writes that “drinking recycled sewage is the future.”

The idea of recycling toilet waste for human consumption — once the realm of dystopian science-
fiction films — is gaining traction globally as the WEF penetrates governments.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and the Netherlands have closely followed the WEF’s Great
Reset agenda, specifically its proposal to reduce nitrogen emissions by limiting fertilizer, which has
resulted in massive uprisings by farmers.

Likewise, French President Emmanuel Macron declared the “end of abundance” for citizens last month
amid reports that soaring energy costs brought on by WEF-linked governments in response to Ukraine
would drastically reduce people’s ability to heat their homes this winter.

And remember, the country of Sri Lanka collapsed after its government forced the adoption of WEF
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policies reflected in its Environmental Social Governance (ESG) score, which is probably why the WEF
recently deleted its article bragging of a plan to transform Sri Lanka into a utopia by 2025.

Strangely enough, the WEF have now removed this article from their website. I
can’t imagine why.

Remember, always listen to the WEF. They really know what they are talking
about…… No, honestly, they’re “experts.”https://t.co/kcRyfhfd79
pic.twitter.com/2YeostpLMI

— InThisTogether (@_InThisTogether) July 13, 2022

And don’t forget, as Young Global Leader Jacinda Ardern says, “government is your single source of 
truth. Unless you hear it from us, it’s not the truth.”

No wonder the people are wising up to the Great Reset agenda. People like to say we are
experiencing a great awakening. I think it’s more appropriate to say it’s a great remembering. We are
remembering who we are. We are reclaiming our divine sovereignty and rejecting the slavery of the
Great Reset agenda.
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